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In this part we extend the results of Part I by eliminating the restriction of 
orthogonality of the unperturbed subspaces or even of a constant angle between 
them. We shall call this case semistrong dichotomy. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. AN HEURISTIC APPROACH 
In this section we consider the simplest system with a nonorthogonal 
dichotomy and study the influence of perturbations on its parameters. 
Although the final result is exact, the intermediate arguments are heuristic 
and do not pretend to be rigorous. However, they offer an easy and natural 
way to introduce all necessary notation and to clarify its origin and inter- 
connections. 
1.1. The Simplest Unperturbed System. Consider a constant 2-dimen- 
sional system 
ii-Ax, (1.1) 
where the eigenvectors a+ and a- of the matrix A form a given angle y, 
0 < y < 42, and have given eigenvalues f a. Throughout the article we use 
the notation 
c=cos y, 
An example of such a matrix A is 
S = sin y. (1.2) 
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where a- (the direction vector of the stable subspace of system (1.1)) is 
horizontal. Then in polar coordinates r, $, the system (1.1) takes the form 
i/r = - (c( sin Q/S, I) = U~OS e - q/s, 
where 
e=y-2$. 
1.2. Perturbed System. Consider also a perturbed system 
f = Ax + B( t)x, (1.3) 
where B(t) has a small norm, 
(B(t)xl < dr, r = 1x1, (1.4) 
with a given 6. By the meaning of the problem the operator B(t) is sup- 
posed to be linear but at the moment we ignore that and assume only (1.4). 
Let the exact length of the vector B(t)x be 6’r, where 6’= 6(x, t) < 6. 
Taking its radial and tangential components the polar form of (1.3) can be 
written as 
T/r = - (GI sin eys+ 6’ cos H, (lJ)r 
$ = U(COS 8 - C)/S - 6’ sin H, (1.5), 
where H = H(r, $, t) is a suitable angle. 
As a result we expect small changes in the “eigenvalues” (exponents) and 
“eigendirections” (positions of the stable and unstable subspaces) of the 
original system. (We ignore the ambiguity of these notions in a nonlinear 
case). 
In particular we expect that for any perturbation of the norm <S, i.e. for 
any H and 6’ < 6, the system (1.5) will have a stable solution close in angle 
to IJ = 0 and with an exponent close to - c(. 
Under various perturbations these exponents may cover an interval 
around -u and we want to find its upper bound -u’; i.e., we expect that 
all stable solutions will satisfy 
f/r< -cc’+F, (1.6) 
where the integral of F remains bounded. 
1.3. Optimal Function G. The crucial point of all further consideration 
is that we propose to seek (1.6) in the form 
T/r< -u’+G($)$, (1.7) 
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where G = G(l(/) is a continuous function that is yet to be found (as well as 
a’) and will be constructed to provide an optimal result. 
Substituting the values of (1.5) and introducing the notation 
E’ = SF/a, E = &3/a, p = Sat/a 
and 
R=cos&C, T=sin&p, (1.8) 
we can easily reduce (1.7) to the equivalent 
E’(COS H + G sin H) 6 RG + T. (1.9) 
1.4. Angle Bounds. Define /I and b’ as the angles closest to $ = 0 such 
that 
cos(y - 28) = c + E, cos(y-2/Y)=C-E. (1.10) 
To have these well-defined we assume the perturbation to be small enough: 
E < 1 - C, i.e., 6iatani. (1.11) 
Clearly, 
p<o<j? and 18’1 <B<YP 
Now (1.5), shows that I+& has opposite signs at 
(1.12) 
8,=7-2/I and 8, = y - 28’. (1.13) 
It follows that there exists a solution which always remains within the 
bounds 
19,>82f9~, i.e., P’GIcIGb, (1.14) 
which in the notation of (1.8) is equivalent to 
E2 - R2 > 0. (1.15) 
As is well-known, in a linear case such a solution is unique (up to a 
constant factor) and stable, so we -can assume that we are speaking 
precisely about it. 
1.5. Exponent Bound. Since E’ <E and necessarily 
cos HiGsin H<Jm, 
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(1.9) and its equivalent (1.7) will be guaranteed if G is chosen so that 
eJm<RG+T (1.16) 
which implies 
(e2 - R’)G* - 2RTG + (Ed - T2) d 0. (1.17) 
Actually (1.16) and (1.17) are equivalent because later we will see that 
(1.17) implies RG+ Tao. 
In view of (1.15) this means that the estimate (1.7) for stable solutions 
is guaranteed for any perturbation of the norm ~6 as soon as G is any 
function contained between (or on) the roots of the equation 
(6’ - R2)G2 - 2RTG + (E’ - T2) = 0. (1.18) 
Its discriminant shows that the roots are real if E* < R2 + T* or, more 
explicitly (see (1.8)), 
2(p sin 8 + C cos 0) <p* + 1 + C* -E’. 
This holds for all 0 if 
2J~<~2+1+c*-s2, 
which simplifies into 
either p2<S2-2c+e2 or /L2 2 s * + 2E + &*. 
Obviously the greater values are out of interest (they would be needed 
should we try to estimate the stable solution from below or unstable from 
above) and among the smaller we need the largest, 
p=JF3iTZ (1.19) 
or, in the original notation, 
cd= aZ-2cis/s+62. (1.20) 
1.6. The Exactness of the Perturbation Bound. It is seen that (1.11) is 
exact in providing the existence not only of the angles (1.10) but also of the 
real and nonzero values of p and ~1’. 
1.7. Explicit Expressions for the Optimal Function G and the Dichotomy 
Constant N. Now we can solve (1.18) with p found in (1.19). A direct 
verification shows that the roots are 
i= 1, 2, 
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where 
p,,*=COSgX~, e 0, q1,2 = sin j f sin 5. 
(To facilitate the verification it is helpful to note that 2 - R2 = 4p, p2qlq2 
and p = 2 sin(B,/2) cos(BJ2); see (l.lO), (1.13)). 
Their graphs are shown in Fig. 1. The exact values of 0* and e0 can be 
found (they are determined by cos 8* = C/( 1 -E) and sin B0 = p + E) but 
actually we only need to know that 
8, < e* < 8, cy < e,, 
as reflected in Fig. 1. 
Now we define the optimal function G” = G(O) by 
Gl for e,GeGe* 
c= G, 
i 
for e*Ge<eo 
0 for 828, 
and the dichotomy constant N = N(6) by 
In N=l 2j)?(e)de=ij: @e)de. 
L I 
(1.21) 
FIGURE I 
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1.8. Remarks. (i) Actually the integral is taken over [0,, 0,] c 
[e,, y] but the latter is more convenient for the future notation, e.g. 
in (1.23). 
(ii) It is easy to check that Rc+ 7’20, therefore (1.16) and (1.17) 
are equivalent, and since G has been chosen between G, and Gz, the 
estimate (1.7) is guaranteed. Under these conditions our choice of (? was 
motivated by the desire to have G 9 0 and at the same time to minimize N. 
(iii) Given 6 (as well as tl and y) all other parameters up to G and 
N are uniquely determined via (l.lO), (1.19), (1.20), etc. 
(iv) The integral in (1.21) can be evaluated explicitly but there is no 
need to do that. Moreover, formally speaking, the explicit form of G was 
unnecessary: the existence and a couple of properties would be enough. 
(v) One can show that N= N(6) is increasing in 6. 
1.9. The Exact Bounds of the Perturbed Dichotomy. To return to the 
original angle * set 
G(I)) = G(O) = G(y - 2ij) (1.22) 
so that 
ln N= Ifir G(II/) de = lo’ G(II/) dti. (1.23) 
Then substitute G($) and a’ from (1.20) into (1.7) and integrate over the 
interval [s, t], s< t, along the stable solution; since the latter remains 
within the angle (1.14) and since G > 0, we have 
j; G($(z)) ii/(z) dr = j’(‘) G($)d$<j’G($)d$=lnN (1.24) 
tics) B’ 
and so 
for the stable solution. 
Replacing t by -t, which turns the unstable solution into stable, then 
performing the same calculation and finally returning back from - t to t we 
iset 
Ix(t)1 > L ea’(r-s) -, 
Ix(s)l AJ 
(t2.s) (1.26) 
for the unstable solution. 
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As before, it remains within an analogous angle around the second 
eigenvector of A: 
Y - P 6 $ G Y + IP’L 
Combined with (1.14) and in view of (1.12) this means that the angle y, 
between the stable and unstable solutions satisfies 
yt 3 y’ = y - 28. (1.27) 
So we have proved the following theorem for the simplest system (1.1) with 
the given parameters c1 and y: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let a linear perturbation satisfying (1.4) and (1.11) be 
given. Find the angle /I from (l.lO), exponent u’ from (1.20) and constant N 
from (1.23). Then the perturbed system (1.3) admits a dichotomy with the 
estimates (1.25)-(1.27). 
1.10. Remarks. (i) An example can be constructed showing that CI’, /?, 
and N are exact, and moreover, can be reached simultaneously within any 
prescribed degree of accuracy. The construction is basically similar to that 
in [2] but much more complex, especially in the attainability of N. 
On the other hand, the exactness of a’ or fl separately can be 
demonstrated very easily. For instance, take 
A= 
0 l+C 
1-c > 0 ’ 
whose angle between the eigenvectors is just y and whose eigenvalues are 
+cr= fS (so that .s=6 and ~=a’ in (1.8)), and let 
Then A + B, is a realization of u’ and A + B, is a realization of /3 (in the 
first case the eigenvalues are fp = + ~1’ and in the second the angle 
between the eigenvectors is y’ = y - 2fi). 
(ii) The goal of the present article is to prove an analogous theorem 
in the general case of a dichotomy with parameters a and y. This will be 
done in Sections 3-5 but the result will be a little weaker just at one point: 
in place of N there will be N’ such that N < N’ < N/sin(y - /?). The question 
whether in general sin(y - fi) can be replaced by 1 remains open. 
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2. FURTHER NOTATION AND REMARKS 
Some of the following notation and remarks were included in [ 11. 
2.1. Let E = R” or @” and P: E + E be a projection. P determines (and 
is determined by) a direct sum decomposition 
E= U@ V, U=PE, V= (I- P)E. 
If y = v^v is the angle between U and V, then 
(2.1) 
IPJ = II-PI =cscy. 
2.2. Every vector x E E has a unique representation 
x=x1+x,, XlE v X*E v. 
Given w > 0 we call a cone (of width w) around U the set 
Gm={x:I%l-+,lI 
(2.2) 
The same for C,(V) = (x: Ix, I < w lxzl } around V. C, denotes the closure 
of c,. 
It is convenient to associate w with an angle /3 defined by 
w=w(/j)= smp 
sin(y - fi)’ 
o<p<y. 
EXAMPLE. In the 2-dimensional case of 1.1 with U= {La-}, V= {Aa+} 
the “cone” C,,,,(U) covers, as compared with (1.14) a wider angle 
/I” -=z +< fi with the same /? but with some /?” < p’; also, unlike (1.14), C, 
is symmetric about the origin. 
The angle /?’ will no longer be of use. 
2.3. One can show that for w < 1 the minimum angle y’ between C,(U) 
and C,( V) (i.e., between vectors in them) is y’ = y - 28, just as in (1.27). 
2.4. Let P’, P” be other projections with decompositions like (2.1). The 
closeness of U’ to U, etc., can be expressed both in terms of narrow cones 
or of smallness of 1 P’ - PI. To meet our needs it suffices to use the 
following loose but simple estimates: 
(i) Zf I P’ - PI < h < 4 then U’ c C,(U) and V’ c C,(V), where 
h 
w=-<l. 
l-h (2.4) 
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(ii) Let 
U’ c C,(U) and V’ c C,( V) for some w< 1. (2.5) 
?f 
l-w 2 
w’< l+w (-1 (2.6) 
then C,.( U’) c C,(U) and C,.( V’) c C,(V) (where C,, are taken with 
respect o the decomposition E = U’ 0 V’). 
(iii) Let (2.5) hold. If in addition 
(2.7) 
then still U” c C,(U) and V” c C,(V). 
Proof. (i) Pick any x E U’, i.e. x = P’x, and use (2.2). Then x1 = Px 
and 
SO 
lx21 = Ix-x,1 = IP’x-Pxl <h 1x1, 
I.4 < lx,1 + h I.4 or lx11 > (1 -h) Ixl. 
Now Ix21/lxIl <w, i.e. U’c C,(U). The same holds for V’c C,(V). 
(ii) Pick any x E C,. (U’). Then x = y + z where y E U’, z E V’, and 
IzI <w’ lyl. Also 
Y=Yl+Y,Y z=z,+z,, Yl, Zl E u, y,, z2 E K 
and so 
x=x1+x,, X,=y,+z,EU,x,=y,+z,EV. 
Since y E U’ c C,(U) and z E V’ c C,(V), we have 
lY2l <w IYll and bll -=I w lz21, 
whence 
1221 (1 -WI< lzzl -lz,l G I4 <W’lYl dW’(lY,I + IY,I)< IYll w’(l +w), 
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and so 
lzzl < 
w’( 1 + w) 
l-w IW~IYII 
and 
bll <w I.4 < w’ll;ww’ IYII. 
Now 
so Ixzl/lxll < 1, i.e. C,,( U’) c C,(U). The same holds for C,.( V’) c C,(V). 
(iii) By (i) we have U” c C,,( U’), V” c C,,( I”) with w’ = h’/(l -A’) 
and, by (ii), the statement of (iii) is true as soon as (2.6) holds. But this is 
just the case when (2.7) is given. 
2.5. Referring to (2.1) assume this time $2 y rather than v^v= y. In 
any case the angles 
n 
0=x1x* and I&=$ 
(Fig. 2) satisfy 
In Section 1 the relation 0 = y held. This is not the case now and this 
causes some technical difficulties. To avoid them we introduce a “forceful 
replacement” of 0 by y and qY by some 4 or w. The construction is shown 
in Fig. 2. We replace a given triangle OPQ by either OPQ’ or OPQ” with 
IPQ’l = IPQl = IPQ”l = /x21. Taking the liberty to write 1x1 =x, etc., we 
obviously have 
and (recall (1.2)) 
X’ Xl x2 
S = sin(y + w) = sin 
and 
X” Xl x2 
S=sin(y-$)=ZJ’ 
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FIGURE 2 
Combining, we get 
x =x, sin(y + w) < sin(y + w) x 
1 S \X S <- S 
x2=x1 
sin w sin 0 
-QX- 
S S 
x<x”=x, . 
S 
SW - 4) 
x2 sin q5 
G = sin(y - 4) 
where by the very construction all the angles and their sines are non- 
negative. Moreover, unless x1 = 0, 
2.6. These relations will be used in the following situation. Let a vector 
y and an operator B with 1 BI < 6 be given. Consider decompositions like 
(2.2), such as 
Y=Yl+Y,, By=B,y+B,y, 
where B, y stands for (BY)~, i = 1,2. Whatever the angles like (2.8), we have 
by the above relations 
s IYII G IYI G IYll sin(;mo (2.9) 
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and then 
IYZI sin 4 -= 
lY,l sin(y - 4) 
= 44) (cf. (2.311, 
where the latter actually defines 4, 0 < 4 < y, when the ratio 1 y,l/l y,l is 
given; as to w, we need to know no more than sin w > 0, sin(y + o) 2 0. 
2.7. Let an unperturbed system 
i = A(t)x (A) 
with a fundamental matrix X(t), X(0) = Z, have an exponential dichotomy 
with a projection P, exponent u., angle y, constants K, K, and stable and 
unstable subspaces U, and V,, respectively. 
This means that the operators 
P1(t, s) = X(t) PX-l(s) and PJt, s) = X(r)(Z- P) X-‘(s) 
satisfy 
IP,(t, s)l <I&-*“-” (t2s), IP2(t, s)l <I@“-” (t<s) (2.12) 
which is equivalent to the joint conditions 
Ix(t)l 
i 
<K,e-““-“’ for x(t)E U, 
Ix(s)l > + ea(r -s) for x(t)E V, 
1 
(2.13) 
(both for t 2 S) and 
yt= i&y>o. (2.14) 
In Part I Cl] we considered the case K, = 1, y = 7c/2, called strong 
dichotomy. Now we consider what we call semistrong dichotomy, which 
means that K, = 1 still holds but the angle y, need not be constant and y 
(0 < y < 7r/2) may be arbitrary. 
For variety, this time we assume the dichotomy to be given on the whole 
axis t E R rather than on the semiaxis t E R + as in Part I. 
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2.8. Recall that Pi(t, t) and P2(t, t) are projections onto U, and V, 
respectively so that 
E= U,@ V,, U, = pl(t, t)E, V,=P2(t, t)E (2.15) 
and that U,, V, are invariant; i.e., if x(t) is a solution to (A) with x(s) E U, 
(or V,) then x(t) E U, (resp. V,) for all t. 
In general (2.14) and (2.13) with K, = 1 imply (2.12) with K= csc y but 
in what follows it is important to emphasize that if a vector z, is in U, or 
V, then the stronger inequalities 
(P,(t, s)z,I <e-cr(r-s) Iz,) (t>s) 
resp. IP2(t, s)z,) < eactps) Iz, 1 (t<s) (2.16) 
hold. Indeed, the vector x(t) = Pi(t, s)z, is a solution to (A) with 
x(s) = Pi(s, s)z~=z, and so satisfies (2.13) (with K, = 1) which implies 
(2.16). 
2.9. Along with (A) consider a perturbed system 
3 = CA(t) + B(t)1 Y (B) 
where the perturbation is restricted by (1.4), (1.11). Given a solution y(t) 
to (B) we use the notation 
so that 
y(t) = Yl(t) + Y2(f)? B(t) Y(t) = B,(t) Y(l) + h(f) Y(t) 
with respect to (2.15). The constructions and results of 2.5-2.6 are 
applicable to this case subject o the remark that now all the entries depend 
on t. 
Since A(t), B(t) are supposed to be at least measurable and y(t) 
absolutely continuous, the angle o(t) is at least measurable and 4(t) 
continuous (unless yl(t) E 0) and integration involving these functions is 
meaningful. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 3.1. Let system (A) have a semistrong dichotomy, i.e., let 
(2.13t(2.14) be given with K, = 1 and let (1.4), (1.11) hold. Find /?, CI’, N as 
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in Theorem 1.1 and w(p) from (2.13). Then system (B) also has an exponen- 
tial dichotomy (in general not semistrong) with stable and unstable sub- 
spaces U; and Vi, respectively, such that 
u: = Cw,p,( U ) and v: = Cw,(fl)( V,) for all t (3.1) 
N 
Iv(t)1 ‘sin(y-P)e 
-a’(‘-s) for y(t)E U; (3.2) 
I Y(S)1 I ~ SW - B) exc(r _ s) N for y(t)E Vi (3.3) 
(both for t > s) and 
y:= u;v;>y’=y-2p. (3.4) 
All these bounds are unimprovable except possibly for sin(y - /?) (see 
l.lO(ii)). 
Remark. As a comparison, the best known result for K, = 1 is 
apparently Daleckii and Krein’s 
6 < c&/2, d=J~ 
with some unestimated N and y’. 
4. LEMMAS 
4.1. VARIATIONAL LEMMA. Let L > Ma 0 and 0 < y < n/2; next let 
o = w(t) be an arbitrary function and set 
Q,(t)=expI’ [-L+Msin(y+o(z))] dz. 
s 
Then the functional 
i[o] =lm Q,(t) sin o(t) dt 
s 
has (see (1.2)) 
(4.1) 
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Proof If M = 0, the lemma is trivial, so we assume M > 0. The substitu- 
tion t-s= t’ allows us to assume s = 0, and so we only need to find 
extrema of the functional 
AmI = lorn O(t) sin o(t) tit where Q(t) = exp 1’ [ -L + A4 sin(y + o(z))] dz. 
0 
(4.2) 
Fortunately, this can be done explicitly. 
Without loss of generality we may consider the extremals o(t) smooth 
and apply the standard Euler’s argument setting 
where i = (I(t) is an arbitrary bounded function. 
A direct computation shows that 
05 cos o + (Ml2 sin o) 1: [ cos(y + o) dT] dt. (4.3) 
Let 
s ’ i(r) cos(y + w(z)) dz = Z(t); 0 
then Z(t) grows at most linearly and 
i(t) = 
m 
cos(y + w(t))’ 
Now integration by parts yields 
Since Z(0) Q(0) = 0 = Z(co) Q(co), the first term equals zero (to make this 
statement quite legal we should be sure that cos(y + o) is bounded away 
from 0; we discuss this point later, see the remark after the proof), and then 
by the standard argument he term in the last brackets also equals zero. By 
direct calculation this leads to the Euler equation 
s 2 = cos(y + w)(L cos 0 - MS). (4.4) 
505/91/2-6 
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Its stationary solutions are 
co=?--y+nn MS 
2 
and io= _+cos-’ y+2nn (n = 0, f 1, . ..) 
and the others approach them asymptotically (see Fig. 3). Notice that 
o1 = cos ~ ‘(MS/L) satisfies 
as reflected in Fig. 3. From (4.4) we have 
dt = 
Sdo 
cos(y + o)(L cos o-MS)’ 
t= Co 
s 
S du 
o. cos(y + u)(L cos u-MS)’ (4.5) 
where o. = o(O), and with this change of variables we can evaluate first 
lnR(t)=/’ [-L+Msin(y+w)] dz 
0 
= s w S[-L+Msin(y+u)] du o,, cos(y + u)(L cos u-MS) 
=ln wY+u) 1 o Lcosu-MS w(I = ln WY + 0) Lcoso,-MS 
Lcoso-MS’ cos(y+o,) ’ 
FIGURE 3 
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and then, again with the substitution (4.5) evaluate (4.2), letting 
0, =o(oo): 
Lcoso,-MS o, 
I 
S sin u du j= 
COS(Y + 00) 00 (Lcos u-MS)2 
Lcoso,-MS s 1 
= cos(y+o,) ‘L’LCOSU-MS wg 1
w 
S cosoo-coso, = 
cos(y + cog). L cos CO, - MS. 
For those solutions o(t) of (4.4) that have initial values w,, E ( - oi, w,) 
the asymptotic value w, is n/2 - y (Fig. 3), and so 
coso,-s 
j=j(wo)=(L-M)cos(y+wo) L-M 
=L[C-Stan(:-F)], 
cosw,+s 
j=j(wO)=(L+M)cos(y+wo) L+M 
=J-[c+scot(~-F)]. 
It is easy to check that j as a function of o. has 
and 
The latter is greater in absolute value, and (4.1) follows. 
Remark. Suppose o(t) is such that cos(y + o(t)) is close to 0 at t, (to 
a degree which can be made precise). Choose c(t) to be 1 near to and 0 
otherwise. Then it is technical but not too hard to show that the derivative 
(4.3) is nonzero and so o(t) is not an extremal. 
4.2. LEMMA (For notation see (1.8), (1.10) (1.20), (1.23)). Let 
o<fj(t)d$(t)dfi for all t. 
Zf $ = $(t) satisfies the differential equation 
(4.6) 
(4.7 1 $=g[R-ssin($+w)] 
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with a function CO = o(t) such that sin(y + o) 2 0, then for s < t, 
f 
U 
-a+6sin(~+dr)) dz 
s SW -4(z)) 1 
< -fx’(t-.r)+ln N My - ti(t)) 
sin(y-P) ’ (4.8) 
ProoJ Clearly, 
sin(y + 0) sin(y + 0) 
sin(y - 4) ’ sin(y - $)’ 
Now we claim that 
--a+6 . z;;;‘;;< -a’+[G($)-cot(y-$)I$. (4.9) 
Indeed, in virtue of (4.7) and the identities 
sin(y + w) 
sinb - $) 
=cosH+cot(y-$)sinH where H=$+w, 
and 
S-p+ [G-cot(y-@)]R=RG+ T, 
(4.9) turns into (1.9) (with E’ = E), and since the latter holds for any H, 
(4.9) is also true. Now, integrating it, note that, by (1.24) and (4.6), 
s ’ [G(lC/)-cot(y-~)]li/drdlnN+ln SW - $(t)) s SW - ti(s)) 
G ln N+ ln sinb - W) 
SW - P) 
and the rest follows. 
Remark. The result of this lemma can be slightly improved if in place 
of G(e) we take 
G*($) =max{G($), Wy - $)}. 
Then in place of N sin(y - $(t))/sin(y - p) there will be N, sin(y -/I)/ 
sin( y - pi ), where 
lnN,= ’ G($)d$ s 81 
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and B1 is the value of $ at which G($)=cot(y--II/). Accordingly, 
in Theorem 3.1 one can replace N/sin(y - j?) by some N’ with 
N < N’ < N/sin(y - j?). 
Before the next lemma is stated, recall that a nonzero solution of system 
(B) is called lower (upper) if it remains bounded as t + 00 (resp. t -+ - 00) 
and that every lower solution satisfies the system (cf. [ 11, (15), also see 2.7, 
2.9 for notation) 
I Yl(t) = Pl(4 3) Ylb) + [’ P1(t, z) B,(z) Y(T) d? (4.10), s 
(4.10), 
It is worth mentioning that these are identities not only in t but also in S. 
4.3. BASIC LEMMA. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, if the 
perturbed system (B) has a lower solution y(t) E C,( U,) then actually 
y(t) E C,,p,( U,) and (3.2) holds. 
Proof: Step 1. The condition YE C,( U,) means 1 y21/1 ylj < 1 and so in 
the notation of (2.11) the angle b= b(t) satisfies 
Let 
sup b(t) = 40, 04$&<</2,<71/4 (4.11) 
Now set t =s in (4.10), but leave tas free in (4.10), and take norms. Since 
z,= (y,(s) or Bi(s) y(s)} are vectors in U, or V,, we can apply (2.16) as 
well as (2.10); so 
Ivl(t)l Ge-““-“’ Ivl(s)l 
+(j &4-d s sin(y + W(T)) sin(y - &z)) I yl(z)l dz’ (4.12) s 
Gronwall’s inequality as applied to (4.12) yields 
IyI(t)l d lyI(s)l exp s’ [--o! +6 !$~~~~~~] da (4.14) 
s 
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and inserting this (with t=z) into (4.13) we have 
da dq (4.15) 
where Jqi stands for (J+)(s). 
Note that Jcj is increasing in 4: if 0 < dl(t) < b*(t) < y, then Jqbl <J&. In 
particular, since (4.11) holds, 
and so also 
~(~~)~J~~=Ml~sinw(r)exp~‘[-L+Msin(y+w(a))]dodz, (4.16) 
s s 
where 
L=2u, M= 
6 
sin(y -4d 
In virtue of (1.11) and (4.11) we have L > A4 > 0, so Lemma 4.1 applies, 
and after a technical simplification (hints: use (2.11), (4.1), insert 6 = as/S 
(1.8), simplify up to sin &,[S 4 sin*(y - &J - .s* - CE] GE sin(y - &,) = 
E(S cos do - C sin &), cancel CE sin f&, square, use (1.10) and the identity 
2 sin 4 sin(y - 4) = cos(y - 24) - C) (4.16) yields 
COSOJ - 24,) < cos(y - 28) 
or, in view of (4.11) 
so 
(4.17) 
I Y*(S)1 
- = w((b(s)) < w(&) < w(B) 
IY,(S)l 
which proves that y(s) E C,,,& U,) for all s. 
Step 2. Knowing (4.17) and also observing that Jb< w(p) (again by 
Lemma 4.1), turn back to (4.15), 
44) G J4 G w(P), (4.18) 
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and set inductively 
41(s) = d(s) and 44/c+ 1(s)) = (J&c)(S). (4.19) 
Since both w(d) and Jd are increasing in 4, (4.19) defines 4k+l properly 
while (4.18) shows that 
q5=(b1< ... <(bk< ... <p. 
Therefore there exists 
lim h(s) = W), 0 <d(s) Q $(s) G p. (4.20) 
k-m 
By the Monotone Convergence Theorem and since the improper integrals 
J#k converge uniformly (even uniformly exponentially) we may take limits 
in (4.19), getting 
w(ll/) = JICI, ti = W). 
Now differentiate both sides with respect o s, w($) being defined in (2.11) 
and Jll/ in (4.15). After some simplification (hint: use 2 sin II/ sin( y - $) = R 
(1.8) and sin(y + o) sin $ + sin o sin(y - $) = S sin(ll/ + 0)) we come to the 
equation (4.7), and in virtue of (4.20) and (4.8) the inequality (4.14) yields 
e-rrct-sj luAt)l pin(y-W)) 
IYl(S)l sin(y - fi) 
2 t 2 s. (4.21) 
Now in virtue of (2.9), 
lu(t)l d l.Y1(t)l s 
sW-fW)’ 
IY(JN 2 s lY,(SN, 
and (3.2) follows. 
4.4. LEMMA. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, if the perturbed 
system has an upper solution y(t) E C,( V,) then actually y(t) E c,,,& V,) and 
(3.3) holds. 
Proof. In the case of the dichotomy on the whole axis t E R it suffices 
to apply the previous lemma just replacing t by - t. In the case of semiaxis 
t E R + a slightly more technical approach was shown in [ 1, Lemma 3.31. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
In our terminology the totality of all lower (upper) solutions forms Vi 
(resp. Vi), the stable (resp. unstable) subspace of the perturbed system. 
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According to the well-known Coppel theorem, if 6 is small enough then 
IP;( t, t) - pi(t, t)l is also small, which implies by 2.4(i) that U:, Vi remain 
within narrow cones around U, and V,, respectively. Then Lemmas 4.3 and 
4.4 apply and we arrive at the conclusions (3.1)-( 3.3) of Theorem 3.1. (As 
to (3.4), it follows automatically by (3.1) in virtue of 2.3.) 
So the theorem is valid for 6 small. Let 
6, = sup{& Theorem 3.1 holds for all 6 E (0, 6)). (5.1) 
We prove that 
6,=atani, i.e., & = ;. 
Suppose the contrary: 
6,<cr tan;, po<T 
2 (5.3) 
Then we show that there is enough room for further perturbations. Recall 
that /I, CI’, etc. are functions of 6 such that /?= p(S), w = H@(S)) and 
N= N(6) are increasing and CI’ = a’(6) is decreasing in 6 and, if (5.3) holds, 
their values at 6,, are still w0 < 1, a; > 0 and IV,, < co. 
By the definition (5.1), for each 6 < 6, we do have a dichotomy described 
in Theorem 3.1, i.e., (3.1)-(3.4) are satisfied with the indicated c1’, /I, etc. 
Then certainly the smaller exponent o$,, the greater angle /I,, and constant 
N,, and wider cones C,, c C, will do. Also let 
h, = (1 - wo12 
O 3(1+wi) 
in (2.7). 
According to Coppel’s theorem, given numbers ao, No, wo, and hb, there 
is an q. > 0 depending solely on 6, such that with any further perturbation 
of smallness <‘to the secondarily perturbed projections P:‘(t, t) satisfy 
I&!‘( t, t) - P:(t, t)l < hb and therefore, by 2.4(iii), U,“, V;’ still remain within 
C, ( U,), C, ( V,) respectively. 
Then once again Lemmas 4.3-4.4 apply and we arrive at the conclusion 
of Theorem 3.1 as before. 
So the Theorem remains valid for any perturbation of the total 
magnitude < 6 + qo. But q. =qo(6,) is fixed while 6 could be chosen 
arbitrarily close to ho. So we can make 6 + I]~ > do which contradicts (5.1). 
Thus (5.3) is wrong and the proof is completed. 
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Remark. As in Part I, the result can be extended, with appropriate 
precautions, to a Hilbert space. 
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